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ABSTRACT
Landfills are consolidating into fewer, taller, and more massive singular objects in the exurban landscape.This the-
sis looks at one instance in Virginia, the first regional landfill in the state to accept trash from NewYork City.The landfill will
become a starter for Green industrial sprawl, feeding energy back to NewYork and Richmond through its transformation of
municipal solid waste into an energy farm.
A singular path cuts into the mound, transgressing the border between the safe environment above and the active
and toxic world entombed within the mound.The path alternately reveals this underworld and engages the senses in a
series of physical acts: immersion in the bath house, smelling the flowers, ingesting food grown onsite.This transgressive
path generates a confrontation between a series of diverse leisure experiences and an active technological landscape within
a single gesture. As the ground subsides below the path, the building's position measures the process of decay below.
Thesis Supervisor: Alexander d'Hooghe
Title: Assistant Professor of Architecture and Urbanism
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re-positioning the place of waste
1
Displaced Peripheries
In his essay "Anxious Landscapes',' Antoine Picon links the "ter-
ritory of emptiness" within cities to consumerism, and suggests "the
contrast between commercial spaces and garbage dumps might well
have replaced-on a level more symbolic than real, of course-the old
opposition between center and periphery."' The idea of the city as a
singular whole can no longer be experienced as an urban landscape,
but rather drowns in a seemingly limitless industrial wasteland on its
periphery that Picon terms "anxious landscape'.' Within this vast pe-
ripheral space, continuous and interconnected technological "artifacts"
predominate over scraps of "nature." Objects and spaces of the indus-
trial past accumulate in the wasteland and present us with the fearful
image of technological obsolescence.
This disused landscape, or drosscape, argues Alan Berger, is the
inevitable waste product of technological progress in cities.2 Berger
advocates that architects fight to maintain the discontinuity of these
wastelands from the continuity of the "productive" city around them.
As our cities undergo the simultaneous processes of de-industrializa-
tion and low-density horizontal urbanization, the designer is capable
of identifying the social, cultural and environmental potential of these
spaces, "a sort of scavenging of the regional urbanized surface for in-
terstitial landscape remains" and subsequent identification of the client
or stakeholders. 3
Given the global flows of material goods, wealth and labor, we
should consider a third kind of wasteland, neither enclosed within the
city nor forming a peripheral ring, but one that is geographically re-
moved from, yet economically dependent upon, the waste of larger, re-
gional centers. Following Castells' notion of the dual city, the devalued
1) Picon, 75.
2) Berger, 2005 and 2006.
3) Berger (2006), 12.
Garbage train, The Bronx, New York.
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View of NewYork Skyline
from New Jersey (by Walead
Beshty, from Picon)
spatial wasteland of Manhattan is located next door to-and enmeshed
within the pockets of--the technological and informational center, as
once epitomized in the Fresh Kills landfill.4 Since 1997, NewYork City
exports its waste to other states, extending its "ecological frontier"
from Virginia to New Hampshire.5 Meanwhile, landscape architects
and the city will transform the old landfill into an ecological landscape
amenity for area residents.
Preceding the closure of the landfill, NewYork City faced a trash
crisis, and embarked on its urgent search for usable landfill space
outside of its borders. Residents in Brooklyn, tired of years of waste
industries moving into abandoned manufacturing sites, organized
to prevent the construction of large-scale incineration plants in their
neighborhood.Their success is an indication of the modest success of
the environmental justice movement in urban areas (a critical response
to the Dual City phenomenon). In response to debates in Virginia on
how much trash to accept, Mayor Giuliani retorted Virginians should
be willing to store NewYork's trash in exchange for the cultural tour-
ism that NewYork generates for the nation.6 Virginia follows only
Pennsylvania in the amount of waste it receives from out of state, up
to 2.8 million tons a year.7 Waste is a $44 billion industry that openly
seeks politically disempowered low-income rural communities to site
their mega-landfills. 8 What if the poor rural communities accepting
this waste negotiate enough payment to counter the ecologically and
culturally devaluing impact of the landfill? What would the local system
4) Mollenkopf and Castells, 1991. Although the Dual City refers primarily to changes in the labor force,
the authors argue the result has contributed to a corresponding spatial segregation and territorialization
of labor classes (Castells, 1989, 224-228).
5) Gandy (2002), 221.
6) Harden, cited in Gandy (2002), 211. Giuliani's exact quote did not appear in print.
7) Report on the Management of Municipal Solid Waste in the Commonwealth of Virginia, 1998, avail-
able online at http://www.deq.virginia.gov/waste/pdf/waste.pdf.
8) Rogers (2005), 188
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of landscape) value become and how could architecture integrate the loom-
ing presence of the landfill into that value system, recalling its origins and
embracing its productive potential?
The power of the city to transform a distant agrarian landscape that
has been continually farmed since Jefferson's years into a kind of urban
wasteland and the transformation of the Fresh Kills landfill into a model
of sustainability are both expressions of the powerful reach of the city into
other territories, both requiring huge amounts of infrastructure and invest-
ment. In Dual City, Manual Castells and John Mollenkopf describe on the
one hand, informational centers connected to wealth, power and knowledge
of global networks of high value-making groups, and on the other hand, the
devaluation of marginalized social groups and their downgraded spaces.
This polarization increases the integration of the city core and fragments
the devalued spaces and groups, threatening them with social irrelevance. 9
It is assumed this pattern will lead to the decay of the periphery of cities
as they become less essential to the survival of the core. Simultaneously,
the sites of production and waste become increasingly hidden from within
economic centers. As Matthew Gandy suggests, urban theorists can "ex-
tend our analysis of flows, structures and relations beyond so-called 'global
cities' to a diversity of ordinary or neglected urban spaces . . . includ[ing]
those 'unconventional' urban landscapes that have emerged outside of the
core metropolitan regions of the world economy and where incongruities
and displacements are an even more pervasive feature of the human expe-
rience." 10 These peripheral spaces are significant sites of natural/industrial
hybridity that make visible the human role in ecological systems and the
transformation of local systems within large-scale political and economic
networks.
Taking Gandy's point, my research began with a study of the eco-
9) Mollenkopf and Castells, 1991.
10) Gandy (2005), 36.
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nomic, ecological, and spatial structure of one
of these 'unconventional' and displaced urban
landscapes in the area surrounding the Charles
City County Landfill in Virginia. While the aes-
thetics of operational landfills are unquestion-
ably degraded, the ethics of this wasteland
landscape are less clear.These communities are
often poor and receive much needed revenues
for the construction of schools and the better-
ment of their public infrastructure. Charles City
County sought out bids for a regional landfill as
an "economic development project with a solid
waste benefit "'" Working from the perspec-
tive of the interplay between architecture and
landscape, this thesis explores this dialogue
between city and waste repository as a bargain-
ing chip for use by local governments of the
communities receiving the waste, and an oppor-
tunity for them to balance a legacy of long-term
environmental degradation with an investment
in long-term social and cultural capital. Rather
than proposing a sprawling recreational park in
the context of abundant open space in Charles
City County, this thesis asks what kind of inter-
vention can keep the site relevant within the
11) Personal communication with J.W. Spear on August 21, 2006.
Spear is an environmental engineer and guided the community pro-
cess of choosing to site a regional landfill in Charles City County. Un-
der the firm Rogers, Goldman and Halpern, Spear provided third party
verification and negotiation assistance during the process of choosing
a waste disposal firm and site and negotiating the contract. Charles City County Landfill, Virginia
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larger exchange systems it originated from and be an amenity to the
local suburbanizing community that must live with the long-term eco-
logical consequences of the landfill?
Landfill transformation capitalizes on the potential of infra-
structural projects to develop into public spaces. In an increasingly
privatized world, these vast open areas can be opportunities to pair
public funds typically devoted to the technocratic needs of develop-
ment with the enhancement of the public realm. Within this context the
infrastructural bias of the project need not be masked over with Arca-
dian rambles but rather should be capitalized upon as a unique type of
landscape, one whose origins and processes can be revealed through
the devices of architecture. Each strip or moment must render its social
or technocratic function explicitly. In this economy of land use we have
not strayed from the tenets established by Frederick Law Olmstead and
the origin of the parks movement in the United States.The meadows
and marshes in Central Park or Boston's Emerald Necklace protected
those cities from flooding and foul odors as much as they provided
"natural" backdrop for a democratic ideal of social equality. Embracing
the public potential of these vast tracts of non-developable land prom-
ises dramatic discoveries in the possibilities of integrating structures
with land forms and shifting our notions of the "utilitarian" to broaden
democratic involvement in how our environmental systems are actively
orchestrated.
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Strategies for Landscape Reclamation
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O.M.A.'s "Tree City" proposal for the Downsview
Park Competition, Toronto, 1999.
The current and evolving body of theory known as landscape urban-
ism provides a framework for my design research, a challenge to under-
stand the site and the expansion of networks I am proposing through its ad-
aptation. The layering of waste over an old sand pit, which in turn displaced
the pine forest, will be just one phase in time. The deposition of a perfor-
mative infrastructure following the capping and containment of the waste
should likewise be a layer with the potential for further layering once its
usefulness passes. The slow evolution of the site from a landscape of waste
to one of cultural prestige cannot transpire in one quick step of bulldozing
and construction, or in one monumental building. It must extend through
discreet moments in a systematic interchange with what exists on the site.
Landscape urbanism provides a structure within which the hybrid
natural and artificial landscape can be re-thought as an active cultural arena.
Landscape urbanism draws from the history of regional environmental
planning that includes Patrick Geddes, Lewis Mumford and lan McHarg. 12
According to Charles Waldheim, "contemporary landscape urbanism recom-
mends the use of infrastructural systems and the public landscapes they en-
gender as the very ordering mechanisms of the urban field itself, capable of
shaping and shifting the organization of urban settlement rather than offer-
ing predictable images of pastoral perfection."' 13 The interactions of humans
and ecological processes are fundamental to the disruption of an imagistic
reading of landscape and force open-endedness into design.
James Corner recently put forth an argument for "design intelli-
gence" that makes explicit the interdisciplinary determinants of landscape
urbanism, as it regards all the design professions:
Fluid, pliant fields-whether wetlands, cities, or economies-are able to
12) Waldheim, Charles. 2002. Landscape Urbanism: a genealogy. In Reeser, Amanda and Schafer,
Ashley, eds., Praxis 4: Landscape, 10-17.
13) Ibid., 13.
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absorb, transform, and exchange information with their surroundings. Their
stability and robustness in handling and processing movement, difference
and exchange derives from their organizational configuration, their posi-
tioning, their arrangement, and relational structuring: in sum, their "design
intelligence.""14
The competition for the restoration of Fresh Kills Landfill in 2001
and the Downsview Park competition in Toronto in 1999 are two key mo-
ments in the definition of such an urbanism. The condition of external, but
connected infrastructural spaces is prevalent in landscape urbanism, and as
outlined above, extends beyond oppositional models of city/suburbs."5 Rem
Koolhaas/OMAs Downsview Park proposal, Tree City, emphasized the park
as an "urban hub in the suburbs." 16
The competition entries for Fresh Kills create opportunities for active
recreational use of the site, but an emphasis on the landscape as a machine
for renewing the ecological possibilities for biodiversity plays a major role
n i all of the projects The winning e 
a-
tive effort of James Corner and Stan Allen, sees the future "lifescape" of
Fresh Kills as a catalyst for the transformation of Staten Island from a vacant
by-pass landscape to a "nature lifestyle island." The phased transformations
interweave complex ecological transitions with active programming of the
site, recognizing the feedback potential of these mechanisms as part of a
larger cultural and natural dynamic "ecological" system.17 Like all of the
entries to the competition, water, plantings and cultural pavilions interweave
14) Corner, 2004.
1b) banTord Kwinter, in 'raxis 'American uesign( ), tavors the word territory over landscape, as it
maintains the romantic inclinations of landscape (ecology, biology metaphors, vitality) while emphasiz-
ing the historical forces that organize it over the performative and perceptual notion of "landscape" and
"eye'.' Reese and Schafer (2002), 6-7
16) Czerniak, Julie, ed. 2001. CASE: Downsview ParkToronto. Munich, London and NY: The Harvard Scale comparison: top, Fresh Kills Landfill; bottom, Charles
Design School and Prestel Books. 81. City County Landfill. Mounds of trash are yellow.
17) Reeser and Schafer, 20-28.
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The organizational principles from Field Operations proposal.
Ecological strengths of the site included the dynamism
of tidal marshes and the topological diversity of five
mounds. In close proximity to Manhattan, a vast nature
reserve creates a unique space within the urban realm.
Field Operations, Lifescape
THREE COORDINATED SYSTEMS ORGANIZE VAST LANDSCAPE:
1. PROGRAM 2. HABITAT 3. CIRCULATION
islands mats
along the topographic contours of the site.
As evocative as the illustrations of nature unleashed shaping the
park are, there is still a fundamental understanding of the site as a nature
reserve that sets it apart from its urban identity. In this respect, Bernard
Tschumi's proposal for Downsview Park, Digital Coyote, seeks the opposite
effect. The proposal emphasizes a mixing of culture and nature, or entertain-
ment and the artificial, rejecting the traditional Olmstead model in favor of a
"fluid, liquid, digital sensibility" that interfaces the digital and the wild. 18
Downsview Park emphasizes recreation and exercise, using the
18) Czerniak, 78.
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Fresh Kills: Key Phasing Elements
1. seeding
0-5 years
landfill operations
infrastructure
program activities
* final cap + cover
* water basins
decommissioned
* lowland I wetland
earthworks
* gas facility
constructed
* recreational activities
and trails
* educational nature
* wetland restoration
* equestrian area
2. infrastructure
5-15 years
* settlement stabilizes
* roadways no longer
restricted access
* waste transfer facility
constructed
* WTC memorial
earthworks/public art
* event area
* loop drive
* covered market
* sports fields
3. programming
15-20 years
* leachate collection
decreases
* settlement is minimal
* gas facility may begin
to incorporate solar
power
* restaurant
* sports stadium ..
* golf course
* commercial
greenhouses
* canoe/kayak dock
4. adaptation
30 years +
* leachate collection
complete
* gas recovery
complete
* gas facility may begin
to incorporate wind
power
* leachate collection
system closed and
removed
* continual flexibility
and accumulation of
diverse programs
* reuse or
redevelopment of
facilities
Analysis of key elements in Field Operations phasing for Fresh Kills. The phases of
landfill operations and the kinds of built programming allowed during these phases are
universal to all landfills where building on the capped mound with slab foundations.
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Top: Hargreaves Associates,
Byxbee Park. 1988-1992.
Bottom: West 8 Landscape Architects.
Eastern Scheldt storm surge barrier. 1996.
suburban landscape as a playground for the city. While Charles City Coun-
ty's landfill requires the flow of visitors from a larger region, it is not yet
"suburban" per se, but serves the local community's needs first, providing
extensive secondary benefits to the adjacent concentrated urban area. This
perspective leverages the distant flows of trash and investment from New
York to reposition the community's local to local relationships.
Rather than proposing a straightforward restoration of the native
habitat as it may have existed prior to the landfill, I envision a less rarefied
approach for a rural context, akin to that taken by West 8 Landscape Archi-
tects transformation of a storm surge barrier into a dynamic field, interacting
with the passage of birds and the flow of motorists. West 8 plays more with
the visual characteristics and artificial orchestration of natural processes. On
the surge barrier they used alternating stripes of white and black seashells
to attract birds of like color seeking camouflage. All of these examples,
however, transform previously devalued, infrastructural landscapes into new
hybrid and culturally relevant places.
Many precedents of landfill reclamation exist, although predominant-
ly outside of the United States where land is more scarce. Within the U.S.,
Mt. Trashmore at Virginia Beach and Byxbee Park in Palo Alto are well known
cases. Movie s draw a crowd on summer nights, but Mt. Trashmore is also
a daily destination point for joggers and bikers within an otherwise feature-
less area of big box retail, hotels, and a tangle of highways and impassible
boulevards. The height of the landfill provides views to the ocean and is a
grassy beacon in the surrounding area.
Hargreaves Associates, a landscape architecture practice, trans-
formed a former landfill in Palo Alto, Byxbee Park. The site is a suburban
recreational area with jogging paths and an intriguing series of land art
installations derived from land art precedents.
Landfills have been redeveloped in countless ways, including nearly
70 golf courses in the U.S., parks, learning centers and performing arts
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spaces.19 Built projects range from industrial parks to schools, although the
practice of capping landfills eliminates the option of driving piles to bedrock.
This would penetrate both the top and bottom liners of the landfill, leading
leachate to contaminate ground water. What is unique to my approach is the
proposal to actively shape operational landfills towards their intended after-
use. Such a system would necessarily be open-ended and process oriented,
but this thesis aims to detail the stage when the architectural intervention is
completely built.
In South Korea, Seoul's former landfill became several parks, includ-
ing Pyeonghwa Park, the site of the 2002 FIFA World Cup Games. In the
upper area of the landfill, an eco-park with grassland, and bedecked with
azaleas, sunflowers, and buckwheat flowers, the park includes an observa-
tion deck, promenades, and habitats for insects serves educational and
recreational purposes. There is also a nine-hole eco-friendly golf course on
the island, the runoff from which is treated at the leachate treatment site
19) Kirkwood, Niall. 2002 presentation to the Concord Landfill Study Committee, Concord, Massachu-
setts.
Nanjido Landfill, Seoul, Korea. Model.
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and then re-treating it at a sewage treatment plant.
As a process of re-territorialization, a taking over of the land from the
end-products of production and consumption, the development of the large
site is closer to the scale of an urban desicn project. Layers of scales of
community and time will create a zone for suburban interaction outside of
the usual circuits of shopping centers and the daily commute.
Landfills, like manufacturing spaces, are a contested sphere of
urban influence on distant landscapes. We should be able, through design,
to transform these waste landscapes into new territories that speak of the
empowerment of the communities they occupy rather than remaining a void
within the arena of their daily affairs. This is a reclamation project, but not of
reclaiming land from the aesthetics of productivity to the aesthetics of the
natural; it will meet its mark if it can reclaim this dislocated "urban" space
from its one-way communication with the centers of production and con-
sumption. This perspective leverages the distant flows from NewYork and
other cultural centers to reposition the community's local relationships.
As a process of re-territorialization, a taking over of the land from the
end-products of production and consumption, the development of the large
site is closer to the scale of an urban design project. Layers of scales of
community and time will create a zone for suburban interaction outside of
the usual circuits of shopping centers and the daily commute.
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Landfill Technology
The 934 acre landfill site itself is a problem-
atic site for building, particularly in the first 30 years
after its capping. Landfills are the site of last resort,
where order at last breaks down and the natural
order of microbes begins its work; the site where
nature overpowers the devalued artifacts of tech-
nological progress. Even here, however, technology
now is regaining control over the rates and flows of
microbial processes of decomposition as we better
understand the factors involved. Landfills are de-
signed to dispose of waste that cannot be reduced,
recycled, composted, combusted, or processed in
some other way. Solid Waste Landfills developed
as a mitigation effort of the environmental degrada-
tion and adverse health effects from illegal waste
dumping, open-air burning, open-pit dumping,
and ocean dumping. However, new concerns are
generated by these large agglomerations of waste,
including fires and explosions, vegetation damage,
unpleasant odors, landfill settlement, ground water
pollution, air pollution and global warming. Yet
these highly toxic sites are often put to new uses
when they are "full" of trash and their toxicity is
contained with impermeable barriers.
Schematic of a Typical Municipal Solid Waste Landfill
nource: P. O'Lary and P. Walsh, Univerity of Wisccnsin-Madison Sdid and Hazardous Waste Education Center, reprinted from
WasteAge 1991-1992
Illustration of a landfill section, showing deposition cells and liners.
(From EPA., Decision Maker's Guide to Solid Waste Management)
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The primary outputs from landfills are methane (carbon dioxide and natu-
ral gas), which are currently captured on part of the Charles City Landfill site for
energy production, and toxic leachate, water with suspended dissolved particles
from the waste. Both of these will be reduced to insignificant amounts after
about 30 years, the period of compaction during which settling occurs. Leachate
and gas emissions are carefully controlled and monitored at contemporary land-
fills, according to strict federal E.PA. standards. Pollutants are removed from the
leachate on site before water is sent to municipal treatment systems, and the
capping and vegetation of landfills prevents runoff from infiltrating the deposits,
thus reducing the volume of leachate produced. There is a constant danger from
the accumulation of methane leaking out of the landfill during the decomposition
phase. Venting the methane or burning it off is a means to address this problem.
While vegetation of landfills is required to control erosion and protect the integ-
rity of the cap, ecologists have pushed for the planning for successional plant
life after the cap is installed, and increasing the soil depth and protection of soil
from the cap clay.' Planting of starter species to encourage natural succession
of plants can encourage the use of landfills as pathways and habitat for wildlife,
a lesson learned from the study of the spread of invasive species. Building on
landfills is possible, but they must be vented and monitored for gases. Light
structures not exceeding two stories can be built on slabs, due to the risk that
the weight will cause subsidence and cracking in the cap.2 Innovations include
secondary "false" slabs continually adjusted at elevated points above the sub-
slab.3 Supports for planned buildings can be built into the landfill before it is
capped. The risk of installing supports later is puncturing the clay cap and water-
proofing membrane, which would allow migration of gases and leachate into the
surrounding environment.
1) Robinson, George R. and Steven N. Handel, "Directing Spatial Patterns of Recruitment during an Experi-
mental Urban Woodland Reclamation," Ecological Applications, 1, no.10 (2000): 174-188.
2) Bagchi, Amalendu. Design of landfills and integrated solid waste management. Hoboken, N.J.: J. Wiley,
2004.
3) Personal communication with J.W. Spear, Environmental Engineer.
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Cross Section of Leachate Collection and Containment System
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the urban nature of landfills
2
The formation of sprawl and its relationship to new modes of pro-
duction must be viewed as part of city form itself, no matter how distributed
across a vast peripheral landscape. As Alan Berger notes, from growth
comes waste; wasted land, toxic and material waste, and wasted space
waiting for a rise in real estate values.' The view of urbanization as rooted
in and mimicking the complexity and instability of natural phenomena insists
upon an examination of inputs, processes and outputs of cities. Such a view
originates in ideas of "metabolist" urban models reaching back to Patrick
Geddes' work on ecological cities and 19th century European traditions. This
idea continues in current discussions of "sustainable cities" and research
that uses mathematical models of chaotic evolution and order to describe
city form.2 However, thinking of the city as a metabolic system requires
a consideration of the wider determinants of urban form rather than of
the city as a discrete entity. The social production of space and the flows
of capital are as important as material flows in shaping city form. Gandy's
model of "cyborg urbanization" emphasizes the body (of the city and the in-
dividual) and conceives of urban infrastructures as "a vast support system"
subject to the forces of a "broader cultural and political terrain" upon which
the body is dependent.3 As much as most people have no idea where the
food on their dinner table was grown, we are equally unaware of the where
the scraps in the garbage bag ultimately end up and why they end up where
they do. One of the key material outputs of cities is solid waste, and I would
argue that following the political and economic logic of its disposal exposes
the shifting scales of cities and processes of urbanization.
The shipment of waste from New York City to Charles City County
Virginia provides a case study in how this logic relates to the dispersion of
centers of production and the rise of the globally connected service econ-
1) Alan Berger, The Drosscape: Wasting Land in Urban America, Introduction.
2) Michael Batty, Cities and Complexity: Understanding Cities with Cellular Automata, Agent-Based
Models, and Fractals.
3) Matthew Gandy, Concrete and Clay: Reworking Nature in New York City, 7-8.
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omy. Manuel Castell's writings on the Dual City and Alan Berger's recent
book Drosscape: Wasting Land in Urban America address the question of lo-
cation while raising broader cultural debates on environmental justice within
the regional context. A rising awareness of the health hazards of waste
disposal coalesced into a dramatic shift in Environmental Protection Agency
policy concerning landfills just as the effects of global economic changes si-
multaneously encouraged the suburbanization of production and the growth
of the information economy in the U.S. As Castells notes, the places where
place matters (i.e. where it reinforces the connections among local people
and cultural specificity) can be the sites of unique responses and controls
over the invisible flows of capital. The under-empowered communities that
receive waste in mega-landfills can do just that by transforffigr~hl- -eý of
the new land created as a result of the economic transaction.
NewTechnologies
In the early 20th century, landfills grew more slowly than today. Not
only was there significantly less waste to dispose of, but more of it was
recycled. Apartment buildings once housed boilers powered by waste incin-
eration, releasing soot onto the streets of NewYork. Organic wastes were
fed to farm animals, and in several northeastern cities "piggeries" were
run by sanitation departments. The site of the 1938 Worlds Fair and later
the NewYork Botanical Garden at Flushing Meadows, Queens was initially
"reclaimed" through the disposal of refuse. Fresh Kills landfill in Staten
Island began as a land reclamation scheme conceived of by Robert Moses
in the 1930s. 4 During its operation from 1948 to 2001, it grew to become
the tallest landfill in the U.S., while its surrounding context in Queens trans-
formed from rural wetlands to suburban housing, to shopping center. Rather
than stopping at a low height and becoming the housing land that Moses
4) Gandy, 2002, 192.
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Examples of Final Covers
Source: J. Spear. 1994
From U.S. E.RA.
envisioned, the city has decided that the oversized landfill will become a
recreational hub for residents of Manhattan and its surrounding areas. Today
we value the biological diversity and water management abilities of wet-
lands. Our increasingly awareness of toxicity and environmental degradation
means that landfills today are constructed with a different logic.
In 1991 the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency put forth the
first national standards for municipal landfills under the 1984 Hazardous
and Solid Waste Amendments to the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act of 1976.' These regulations required all new and existing landfills to
install impermeable liners above and below the waste and leachate recov-
ery systems, effectively entombing the waste to prevent it from poisoning
water systems. Thousands of municipal dumps closed due to an inability to
pay for these upgrades and the consolidation of the national waste industry
into 3 major corporations was enabled. The number of landfills in the United
States has decreased from 8,000 in 1988 to 1,654 in 2005 as they become
consolidated into much larger "mega-landfills' 6
These new, larger landfills are sited on higher ground, away from
wetlands, and thus make high ground higher as a general counter-strategy
to the old method of infilling low lying areas.
The new regulations have contributed to the creation of new landfills
further from the city center. In the periphery, land value is cheaper and con-
solidation is easier than expanding existing inner-city landfills. Finding sites
where local opposition could be overcome also followed the geography of
land values. By the year 2000 Browning Ferris Industries/Allied Waste Indus-
tries, Inc. and Waste Management, Inc. handled more than 2/3 of America's
municipal solid waste.7
5) Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, U.S. Code 40 (1976), § 258. Electronic Code of Federal
Regulations (e-CFR), http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov.
6) U.S. E.RA., http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/muncpl/facts.htm. The graphs on this page came
from the same source.
7) Berger, 186.
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metropolitan area. Source: Berger, Drosscape.
This consolidation of the industry and its correlated consolidation
of landfills at fewer sites allows the geographic location of them to be read
more clearly as an indicator of social and political power. As regional entities,
today's megafills are more of an eye-sore, more about someone else's trash
in my backyard, and have increased air pollution from the trucking of waste
to the site than the smaller, local landfills of the past. We may assume local
resistance to them is greater as a result of these nuisance factors. As old
landfills close, new ones are opening up in the far peripheries of small cit-
ies, close to highway access but just beyond the edge of major commercial
and housing development. Berger's book Drosscape maps the change and
growth in industry and population in several major east coast cities, dem-
onstrating this trend in housing, retail and manufacturing. The illustration
to the right of an industrial agglomeration outside of Atlanta illustrates the
proximity of these post-Fordist manufacturing facilities to landfills, both part
of the same industrial sprawl. Following this logic, the location of landfills
along infrastructural corridors may be a means to pinpoint future manufac-
turing and commercial development as they first attract industry with their
low-cost waste transport and landfill gas-to-energy perks. With the presence
of manufacturing and service jobs follows the presence of sprawling big-box
retail.
Looking at the effects of industrial consolidation on NewYork City,
Heather Rogers notes that the number of haulers fell by almost 70 percent
during the 1990s as the national corporate operators "pioneered the con-
troversial practice of exporting garbage." This transition alone, she offers,
provided the alternative that allowed the city to permanently close Fresh
Kills. Rogers cites a waste industry study from 1984 that explained "All
socioeconomic groupings tend to resent the siting of major facilities nearby,
but middle and upper socioeconomic status possess better resources to ef-
fectuate their opposition." The ideal location for disposal, Rogers interprets,
"were low-income rural areas with populations of less than 25,000 that
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were older and had high school or less education."8
Both Rogers and Gandy argue the racial and socioeconomic inequity
of the siting of new, larger regional landfills in rural areas close to the mid-
Atlantic cities and waste handling stations within the NewYork region. New
York State and New Jersey accounted for 84 percent of the more than 16
million tons of waste exported yearly from the East Coast. 9
The exportation of waste from NewYork is part of an "invisible
urbanism." Gandy uses Garver's term to describe the situation of waste in
New York City:
'Invisible urbanism' has become the latest stage in the fetishization of the
urban landscape. 'The products must still be made, the power generated,
the water pumped, and the sewage treated,' notes Thomas H. Garver, 'but
let it be done elsewhere, and invisibly.' The elimination of all vestiges of
production from the urban landscape is leading to widening environmental
disparities at a regional level, as increasingly competitive forms of local anti-
pollution activism simply redistribute unwanted land uses along an existing
axis of property values and neighborhood militancy.10
Most of New York's waste is sent to Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia.
In Virginia, large regional landfills tend to be sited in minority majority cash-
strapped counties. Gandy references the unusual success of Charles City
County to negotiate within this climate. As stated in a Washington Post
article on the seven large landfills receiving out of state trash in Virginia in
1998, Eric Lipton quotes County Administrator Kenneth Chandler:
8) Cerrell Associates, report for the California Waste Management Board, cited in Edie J. Girdner and
Jack Smith, Killing Me Softly: Toxic Waste, Corporate Profit, and the Struggle for Environmental Justice
(NewYork: Monthly Review Press, 2002), 53, quoted in Rogers, 197-198.
9) City of NewYork, Office of the Comptroller and Office of Public Management, "No Room to Move:
New York City's Impending Solid Waste Crisis," October 2004.
10) Thomas H. Garver, "Serving places":' in Stanley Greenberg, Invisible NewYork: the hidden infra-
structure of the city (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 1998), 4, cited in Gandy, 207-208.
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A Suburban Phenomenon
Boston, MA Richmond, VA GA
A comparison of landfill locations in Atlanta, Boston and Richmond
using business listings on Microsoft's local.live.com
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"Charles City, a county of 7,000 where the state's first mega-fill opened
in 1990, collected $4.5 million in tipping fees and other trash revenue last
year, enough to cover the cost of debt on an elementary, a middle and a
high school,. and to cut its tax rate 44 percent.""11
This struggle belies an unusual paradox for the environmental justice
movement, which began in response to urban minority communities shoul-
dering the burden of environmental contamination. These communities
were often within the old peripheries of downtowns. Today as city regions
increase in size, as Berger demonstrates, these peripheral regions are much
further away from city centers, displacing environmental justice issues to
rural areas seeking development funds. Moreover, regional peripheries are
taking shape, such as the belt through old rust-belt areas just west of the
large east coast cities.
Rural minorities may have less experience organizing grass roots
protest campaigns against the waste industry, but in some instances they
also have less cause to do so. Charles City County was faced with federal
regulations to discontinue their current waste disposal landfill and little
support from the state to cover the cost of their basic municipal services
such as schools and roads, in spite of being one of the poorest counties in
Virginia with a high tax rate. Their response was to establish a local to local
economic connection with NewYork City, bypassing the government of the
Commonwealth of Virginia.
While there is some local opposition to these landfills in Virginia,
in Charles City County the major opposition comes from statewide envi-
ronmental and citizens groups concerned about both the ill reputation and
safety hazards posed by the landfills. The county sided with Waste Manage-
ment in a lawsuit in Virginia courts defending the right to import out of state
trash without restrictions. Waste Management won the suit in 2002, but
11) Eric Lipton, "As Imported Garbage Piles Up, So Do Worries; 3 Million Tons Of Trash Enter Va. Each
Year," The Washington Post, November 12, 1998, Final Ed., section A.
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they are faced with waterproofing barges before they will be able to resume
shipment on Virginia's James River.
Virginia .ounties and cities that accept out-of-state
waste (Charles City County is highlighted).
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Dual Cities or Dual Regions? Garbage and the Space of Place
In Dual City, Manual Castells and John Mollenkopf describe on the
one hand, informational centers connected to wealth, power and knowledge
of global networks of high value-making groups, and on the other hand, the
devaluation of marginalized social groups and their downgraded spaces. As
low-skilled jobs grow, there is a corresponding demise of labor's bargain-
ing power in a newly de-institutionalized labor-capital relationship of flexible
production. This polarization of low-skilled labor (typically identified with the
periphery) and high-skilled labor (identified primarily with the city core and
exclusive suburban enclaves) increases the integration of the city core and
fragments the devalued spaces and groups, threatening them with social
irrelevance.' Although the Dual City refers primarily to changes in the labor
force, the authors argue the result has contributed to a corresponding spa-
tial segregation and territorialization of labor classes.2 The information-based
laborers occupy the space of global communication, "open to messages and
experiences that embrace the entire world',' while the space of low-skilled
labor is increasingly fragmented local networks, "often ethnically based, rely
on their identity as the most valuable resource to defend their interests.'" 3
The example of sweatshops in the Bronx vs. the towers of Wall
Street demonstrates the extremes of two cities that often overlap but rarely
communicate. Gandy illustrates the reterritorialization of declining areas of
former production in NewYork City's periphery by the waste industry:
"Places that had been integral to the production process in the Fordist
era have been transformed into "end cities"' as waste-handling companies
colonize empty pockets of land zoned for industrial purposes. The process-
ing and disposal of waste products presents us with one of the sharpest
geographical indices of social power etched into the urban landscape. A
waste-based economy has emerged in Greenpoint-Williamsburg as the
symbiotic inverse to the glittering skyline of Manhattan. In the wake of New
1) Mollenkopf and Castells, 1991.
2) Castells, 1989, 224-228.
3) Ibid., 227
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Figure 26. Municipal solid waste management, 1960 to 2005
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York's industrial decline, the production of waste has become one of the
most significant material outputs of the metropolitan region. ' 4
Preceding the closure of the landfill, NewYork City faced a trash
crisis, and embarked on its urgent search for usable landfill space outside of
its borders. Residents in Brooklyn, tired of years of waste industries moving
into abandoned manufacturing sites, organized to prevent the construction
of large-scale incineration plants in their neighborhood. Their success is an
indication of the modest success of the environmental justice movement in
urban areas (a critical response to the Dual City phenomenon). In response
4) Gandy, 2002, 190.
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to debates in Virginia on how much trash to accept, Mayor Giuliani retorted
Virginians should be willing to store NewYork's trash in exchange for the
cultural tourism that NewYork generates for the nation.5
If we consider the dual city model to extend to include much larger,
regional dynamics, then the dynamics of rural areas confronting industrial
sprawl become closely related to policies articulated in larger, mega-regional
centers of production. The exportation of waste from New York to rustbelt
cities and rural lands is tied to devalued economic and political position of
the local community from the perspective of the national waste manage-
ment firms. It is also a scaled down version of the larger phenomenon of
what Rogers terms "consume locally, dump globally"; the dumping of toxic
wastes and "recyclable" electronic waste on developing nations in the
global south. 6 The economics of waste follow lines of political disempower-
ment, but the communities that willingly accept the waste are not always
aware or in a position to worry about the long term risks it poses to human
health.
This kind of scale shifting as spatial relationships are reconceived is
part of the affects of globalism. As Edward Soja has noted, "it is precisely
this breaking down and reconstitution of spatial scales, from the most inti-
mate spaces of the body, household, and home to the metropolitan region
and the territorial nation-state, that is so deeply involved in the contempo-
rary intensification of globalization."'7 From this perspective, the lessons
learned from the Dual City can be scaled up to mega-regional equity and
infrastructure issues.
In the instance of Charles City County, a number of comparisons
can be drawn with Castells' description of the downgraded spaces of low-
skilled labor. In comparison with the state as a whole and with its northern
neighbor, New Kent County, Charles City County has a significantly higher
5) Harden, cited in Gandy (2002), 211. Giuliani's exact quote did not appear in print.
6) Rogers, 200.
7) Edward W. Soja, Postmetropolis: Critical Studies of Cities and Regions, 200.
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Geographic location and racial distinction between
Charles City County and its neighbor, New Kent County.
New Kent is experiencing greater population growth.
See table for employment statistics by industry.
Newport News
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Percent distribution by Occupation Percent in Selected Industries
Management, Service Sales and Farming Construction, Production, Agriculture Manufactur- Percent
Professional Occupations Office Fishing Extraction and Transporta- Forestry ing Govern-
and related Occupations And Maintenance tion and Fishing and ment
activities Forestry Occupations Material Hunting WorkersGeographic Occupations Moving
area Occupations
Virginia 38.2 13.7 25.5 0.5 9.6 12.5 1.0 11.3 19.6
Charles CityCharles City 20.8 14.4 24.3 2.1 9.9 28.6 4.7 23.5 16.6
New Kent
30.7 13.8 27.2 0.8 13.8 13.9 1.5 15.3 16.5County
Richmond 23.1 16.7 29.1 2.9 11.2 17.0 4.6 8.2 21.6County I I I I I I 
_ II_ I
Table 1. The effects of the interstate? Table quoted from the Census 2000 (Summary File 3), showing higher percentages of farming, fishing andforestry, production, transportation, agricultural, manufacturing employment in Charles City County than in neighboring New Kent County.
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percentage of low paying jobs. 10.6% of its residents are living below the
poverty level, compared with 4.9% and 6.2% in New Kent and Henrico
Counties respectively. Most of its residents are employed in the produc-
tion, transportation, and material moving occupations, and in manufacturing.
In the context of the region of Richmond, Virginia, Charles City has more
low-skilled workers and a greater concentration of African Americans and
Native Americans than its surrounding counties. As a rural area accustomed
to projecting its history into the narrative of the Williamsburg tourism circuit,
ethnic identifications are strong. In general, the county is a place rooted in
the specifics of "place" and local networks, typical of the spaces of low-
skilled laborers in the Dual City model.
Furthermore, the county fits Castells description of the "territori-
ally-based institutional fragmentation of schools and governments [that]
reproduces the cleavages along the lines of spatial segregation" of the
downgraded areas from the upgraded ones, making the system of labor
production self-reproductive.8 This is one of the reasons why the invest-
ment of Charles City County in its school system is such a powerful move.
The community has effectively traded a long-term legacy of environmental
degradation for thirty years of income and invested that income in its fu-
ture political empowerment. According to Castells, the place-based system
of the formation and development of skilled labor is the primary source of
adaptation and resistance to the globalization of power flows.
Finally, the reaction of local governments in the face of the uncer-
tainties of global economic flows has been to entice capital investment in
their localities.9 In Castells' view, the tendency to adapt policies toward
business interests has often resulted in an uneven distribution of the ben-
efits among the population, thus further polarizing spatial segregation, while
splitting constituencies "between their local voters and their global inves-
8) Castells, 227
9) Ibid., 347.
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tors'.' However, the circumventing of state authority in their quest to establish
a connection to the capital flows of New York suggests a hybrid model. Soja's
critique of Castells' dualism amplifies this point:
Hybridized and glocalized movements and practices are developing that
recombine abstract flows and concrete places, opening up real-and-imagined
spatialities of resistance and contention at multiple scales.10
The actions of the county qualify as a process of "reterritorialization,"
Soja's term for individual or collective action to redefine one's spatial relation-
ships on a territorial scale. Imagining themselves as more than part of the Rich-
mond region, the county's resident's imagined themselves as part of a mid-Atlan-
tic region with ties to New York and Washington, D.C. This was a critical spatial
response to globalization and the restructuring of labor-capital relationships, lead-
ing to the enhancement of regional infrastructure in the form of a mega-landfill.
In the case of Charles City (and unfortunately, not in all mega-landfill proj-
ects in Virginia that followed their lead), legal advocacy and third-party advising
and monitoring of the project were carefully orchestrated to maximize the ben-
efits to the community and protect them from the costs of future environmental
contamination. Waste Management has donated land, improved road infrastruc-
ture, and cannot receive any permitting without prior consent from the county.
Total transparency of the process with the public has also ensured community
involvement in the monitoring and approvals processes. Local networks im-
proved through the process and the county had their first elected official to the
state government in over 100 years as a result of the high profile of the project.
In short, they were well-advised by a national engineering firm with global experi-
ence who had no profit to be made beyond their role as advisors. This connec-
tion outside of the limits of their usual exposure to national issues ensured their
success as participants in broader forces. It is just such a strong role for local
constituencies and local governments that Castells foresees as the most realiz-
10) Soja, 215
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able resistance to global network of flows."1
As the sites of production and waste become increasingly hidden from
within economic centers, their dependence upon them is very real. 12 These
peripheral and unconventional spaces are significant sites of natural/industrial
hybridity that make visible the transformation of local systems within large-scale
political and economic networks.
Charles City County sought bids for a regional landfill as an "economic
development project with a solid waste benefit."13 There is a dialogue between
city and waste repository as a bargaining chip for use by local governments of
the communities receiving the waste, and an opportunity for them to balance a
legacy of long-term environmental degradation with an investment in long-term
social and cultural capital.
In the context of sprawl, small communities are undergoing major chang-
es, in particular losing their former way of life (agriculture and forestry primarily)
to move into manufacturing and related service industries. At the same time,
formerly rural communities are becoming suburban communities, and lack the
social infrastructure to accompanying what are essentially urbanization trends.
Landfills typically occupy the outermost frontier of this "horizontal urbanization',
to use Alan Berger's term, but are destined to become encircled by manufac-
turing growth, shopping centers and increasing population density. Within this
regional context, local communities can assert considerable political will in order
to compete for investment that they are unable to receive otherwise. By leverag-
ing local political power and active participation of the citizenry, it is possible that
the planning of a waste infrastructure can help to counteract the negative stigma
through careful investment in transformation of the value of the land that is cre-
ated towards place-specific values.
11) Castells, 352.
12) Gandy, 2005, 36
13) J.W. Spear, personal comm. Spear is an environmental engineer and guided the community process of
choosing to site a regional landfill in Charles City County. Under the firm Rogers, Goldman and Halpern, Spear
provided third party verification and negotiation assistance during the process of choosing a waste disposal firm
and site and negotiating the contract
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finding the line
3
Green Sprawl
Aerial view of the site, with planned contours of the full mound overlaid. The sandy
patch at the bottom is the borrow area for site work and daily cover, to be replanted.
The landfill reclaimed a large territory of
land from smaller parcels and as an economic
development scheme established a zoning pattern
for the area similar in scale to the historical planta-
tions. Roxbury industrial park, just west of the site,
breaks down this scale into a fabric of smaller units
of production, maintaining a continuity of planned
industrial sprawl in the corner of the county closest
to Richmond. Already a tire recycling and a wood
pulp manufacturing business have opened in the
industrial park. It could easily become a locus of
recycling industries. The landfill has the potential to
become a starter for Green industrial sprawl, feed-
ing energy back to NewYork and Richmond through
its transformation into an energy farm and a place
of leisure for tourists and locals. Rather than creat-
ing yet another golf course, the land can be pre-
dominantily productive and recreational at the same
time. In my proposal, current landfill gas conversion
to electricity is supplemented, and later supplanted
by, biofuel production through planted crops, solar
arrays, and a waste treatment facility that captures
gas from enclosed digesters. The resulting water
and soil-fertilizing sludge are applied to the biofuel
crops. However, like the historic plantation and
neighboring native tribal grounds, the energy farm
is more than a unit of production; it is also a place
of cultural significance. It is a monument to mate-
rial obsolescence in our society and the site of our
reconciliation with our recent history of consump-
tive habits. Our trash is the evidence of our individ-
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Berkeley and Westover Plantations in 1862; scale comparison with the nearby landfill site.
ual idiosyncrasies and yet merges into a single mass with the act of burying
it. An infrastructural path bisects the mound, generating a confrontation
between a series of diverse leisure experiences and an active technological
landscape within a single gesture. The path insists on the artificial produc-
tion of the landscape and allows visitors to perceive the direct link between
energy production, energy consumption and the potential of waste process-
es. The path at the energy farm breaks up the monolithic zoning strategy of
the area through social insertions into an otherwise technocratic landscape.
The process of decomposition becomes a creative force on the site
through the production of clean water and soil fertilizers at the materials
recovery plant for use in plant growth on site. Educational components are
moments of transparency carved into the mass. The continual public use of
the landfill ensures the ongoing management of its toxicity risks.
This chapter examines the design process which led to the strategy
of a simple, single line along which the leisure and energy infrastructure
could be deployed.
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Top: cotton growing below power line that feeds into
the landfill. The industrial park is across the street.
Below: Chickahominy Tribe Annual Fall Festival. The tribal
grounds were purchased around 1900 and subdivided
into family-owned cooperative farms. These border the
southern and eastern edges of the landfill (as seen at right).
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Wildlife, waterways 
FINDING THE LINE 
The land cover and infrastructure map on 
the right shows the region surrounding the landfill. 
The light yellow areas are open fields, red areas 
are developed, and the purple are wetlands. The 
brown dashed line indicates the railways, while the 
lighter dashed line shows the electrical main line. 
which cuts directly across the site connecting to 
the existing power station. The Chickahominy River 
runs through a series of large swamps. supporting 
wildlife populations, particutarty water fowl. The 
map to the left shows the parks and wildlife areas 
in the county, and the "plantation, bird and wildlife 
loop'.'The yellow line at the bottom is historic Route 
5, with several plantations along it connecting 
Williamsburg to Richmond. The project rejects the 
imposition of an urban park model in the midst of 
abundant forested area and several natural recre- 
ation areas in favor of a productive model of land 
use that benefits wildlife and the environment. 
while still growing social space to serve a subup 
banizing and touristed area within a one hour drive 
to several cities. 
Land cover and infrastructure 
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Massing Studies 
First the action of land filling and then its opposite, the cut, were the 
focus of my research. Through a series of massing studies I considered pos- 
sibly ways to redistribute the amount of waste yet to be deposited (2 year 
piles, 5 year piles, a single perimeter row, creating U-shaped enclosure). 
This massing process became a search for the correct scale to 
intervene at. Except in mountainous regions, the new mega-landfill is most 
often a singular large object in the landscape, akin to a hill or plateau. Any 
architecture becomes either highly distributed, as in pavilions, or else incon- 
sequential in relation to the whole when deployed at standard programmatic 
dimensions. In the examples opposite, the possibility of expanding the land- 
fill to nearly twice its size into a U-shape proved the problem of scale. In the 
plan at far right, the elements of program (an amphitheater seating 8,000, 
a drive-in movie theater, and an extensive bath house) are inconsequen- 
tial in relation to the mound. In spite of the intriguing notion of creating an 
artificial valley within which a bath house is set, he overall strategy for the 
land formation could not inform an architectural strategy as the two scales 
were so distinct. Moreover, expanding the landfill created problems where it 
spanned the creek, rather than resolving watershed issues. It also increased 
the total amount of trash and the footprint, increasing the probability of 
leakage and the difficulty of maintenance. This variation would have doubled 
the lifespan of the landfill, perhaps extending it to 2058. Can we plan public 
projects that far in advance? 
In response to this discovery, I decided to consolidate the program 
into a linear path that could connect the existing energy and irrigation sys- 
tems to the whole site and the leisure program. The resulting programmatic 
density matches the (displaced) urban and industrial context, while the 
gesture scales up the building component to a gesture at the scale of the 
object it interacts with. 
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The process of landfilling
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Selecting the slope and position:
maximum view, minimum bridge span
472' 1162'
I to 13 slope I to 13 slope I to 13 slope no submersion
16' higher 16' higher and 285' to the I to 14 slope
right
552' 1314' 247' 718' 70' 61I'
I to 14 slope
moved 100' towards
mound
I to 10 slope I to 10 slope
pushed into mound
slope discontinuous, no submersion
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670' 1470'
1181' 933'
---~t-t ---~K- -- M+ ----~t
70' 611'
I to 14 slope
moved 100' towards
mound
I to 10 slope I to 10 slope
pushed into mound
slope discontinuous, no submersion
Landfills are filled by layering daily deposits (daily
cells) into vertical divisions called cells. In Virginia, the maxi-
mum height of a daily cell is 8 feet. At the Charles City Landfill,
phase I began at the eastern edge of the site, progressing via
the construction of a series of diagonal access roads to the top
of the mound from the northwestern corner of each new row
(see diagrams on previous pages4. All of these roads can be
accessed from a single entry point, reached after each gar-
bage trailer has passed over the scales. Once they offload the
garbage at the top, the trucks circle and return down, passing
through a wash area before leaving the site. It is on this north-
ern side of the mound that all of the gas, electric, leachate and
administrative facilities are located. By building the project
along this line, I could capitalize on increased soil stability and
connect the views from the top to the infrastructure below.
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Earth-works
Once the strategy of a single line was chosen, several prec-
edents from the land art movement shed light on the possibilities for
the project. Michael Heizer's Double Negative exposed the strata of the
ground or Robert Smithson's pours onto abandoned industrial sites
that graphically outline slopes are highly relevant to the contrast of the
static nature of the architecture with the dynamic nature of a decay-
ing landfill. As art critic Peter Halley has noted, Smithson's earth-works
created a tension between ideal geometric forms he imposed onto the
land and the "actual geometries of the industrial landscape"' Likewise,
the bar of leisure programs is a geometrically pure square extruded
over an irregular terrain. In the case of the landfill, the single mound
appears to be a geometic form determined by the parameters of the
site (a set distance from bodies of water and property lines) in plan and
section prior to its physical realization, but the erratic and unpredictable
subsidence of the mound over time cannot be controlled. Only a stable
architecture that is rooted in the ground below the waste can make this
dynamism evident. By drilling through the waste to the bottom liner,
grout and cement can be injected to create solid footings for piles to
give the architecture a stable base. Like Richard Serra's steel datums,
my building can then act as a datum to read the slopes and processes
of the landscape through time.
Robert Smithson
asphalt rundown
Robert Smithson
concrete pour
Michael Heizer
double negative
Richard Serra
schunnemunk fork1 Halley, Peter, "The Crisis in Geometry:' Arts Magazine v. 58 (June 1984): 113.
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Defining a Materiality
sectional model of entry, amphitheater and catwalk above.
The simple gestalt of a bar leaning on the mound is scaleless upon first apprehension; only as one begins the ardu-
ous journey upward through a series of diverse environments and relationships to the landscape does one begin to compre-
hend the scale of the mound of garbage.The accumulation of sensory experiences is gradual, pulling the participant in con-
stant movement, until at the end the box of space fills with a greenhouse contained by trusses and glass, a clear expression
of an artificial environment where food is produced.The autonomy of the bar from the "dirty" landscape outside emphasizes
the perpetual motion and healing of the external ground and its activities, but it contains within it a series of artificial worlds,
each controlled realm overlapping into the next. Outside, the posture of the bar on the mound forces a recognition of the
materiality of both as objects and landscape, both extensive and material.
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A Landscape Strategy
Given the productive nature of the energy farm, a program chosen iesure
in part for its sympathy with the overall rural character of the surroundings, \
I did not focus on urban park precedents. The exception would be O.M.A.'s
competition entry for the Parc de la Villette. I found a parallel in their recogni-
tion of a transforming landscape paired with a static but open-ended archi-
tecture that denies any representation of dynamism in favor of a juxtaposi- .
tion with its dynamic site. The bar structure is completely shell-like, minimal
so as to be easily adapted to other uses. Regardless of transformations, wte
the unobstructed view from within the bar of the whole architectural proj-
ect could be maintained. Like the la Villette proposal, the device of banded
landscape elements structures the changing experience of the path. Minor
paths deviate from the central circuit, and the particulars of the landscape
could change over time as crops might rotate from field to field, but the
experience remains one of shifting contexts.
circulation
energy
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measuring the shifting ground
4
Liesure InThe Place Of Waste
There are two main programs in the project: an energy farm and
a series of leisure activities.The energy farm recognizes the industrial
nature of a landfill and its roots in commodity exchange.The landfill
as energy farm becomes a starter for green industrial sprawl, feeding
energy back to Washington, DC and Richmond. Its components include
a south slope solar array; on site solid waste treatment through water-
based materials recovery and decay in digester tanks, producing meth-
ane gas; planting several bio-fuels crops on site, thus incentivizing the
maintenance of good site drainage to prevent damage to the cap that
could result in ground water infiltration of leachate.
Leisure-based programs attract people to the site and use some
of the available energy on the site. Visitors engage their senses in the
various leisure activities, physically engaging with the transformation
of materials and processes of the site.Their presence assures continual
vigilance of water quality and helps them understand this monument
to obsolescence in our society and the potentials for revaluing waste.
The building's position in relation to the mound is constantly
shifting, both as you progress through the project and over time.The
gradual compaction of the mound as waste decays reveals that what
may feel like a tunnel, or a sunken garden at the time of construction is
in fact part of a series of connected bridges. In its first five to ten years
the building alternately bridges, intersects and cantilevers out over
the mound, transgressing the border between the safe environment
above and the active and toxic world entombed within the mound.The
building reveals this underworld and engages the senses in a series of
dangerous acts: immersion in the baths, inhalation of the scents in the
garden, ingestion of food grown in the greenhouse. Over the first 25
years the decay of waste matter will lower the ground level by about 1
foot per year, before it slows and ceases to decay and produce meth-
ane gas. Gradually the ground falls away and the bridging nature of the
site plan detail
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site plan
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whole becomes apparent.
The long building is a datum that gener-
ates a confrontation between a series of leisure
experiences and an active technological land-
scape within a single gesture. It engages the
spaces between the landscape and the building
in both plan and section, first with a gathering
spot at the theater, then in the open garden and
lastly in the pools and sauna of the bathhouse.
The path enters and leaves the building at vari-
ous points, creating bypasses and access into
the soy crop, switchgrass and birch trees.
The building itself is a device to measure
the shifting ground. Vertical slit windows along
the building act as test wells to measure the
level of the landscape.Transparent floors in the
pools and garden passage expose the ground
touching them, and ultimately below them.The
section of the building itself leaves an imprint
on the soil as the ground drops away. In this
cavity paving invites kids to skateboard or learn
bike tricks from their friends. A stair is exposed
and ramps extend to connect the building to its
shifting access points in the landscape.
The main public entry to the project is
at the north side of the mound, centered on the
Materials Recovery Facility. Here one may drop
off the household trash into a bin from which
it will be fed into a water-based recyclables
Model
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separation system. Plastics are skimmed from
the surface and bailed, while glass culled from
the bottom of the tank is crushed for recycling.
Dropping off the trash is an opportunity to see
the entire process of sorting , baling and crush-
ing before you, understanding the transforma-
tion of waste into usable materials.The rest of
the mix of watery waste decays within a series
of digester tanks that capture the methane for
energy use and electricity generation both on
and offsite. Once on the other side of the facil-
ity, a family might park and hike to the top of
the mound experiencing all of the environments
along the way, or drive to the parking area at
the top to shortcut to the bathhouse for an af-
ternoon of socializing with friends in the pools,
getting a snack at the caf6 or for the kids, skate-
boarding down beneath the structure. A few
steps up into the greenhouse reveals outstand-
ing views out across the farms and pine forests
to the James River, Richmond, and the coast.
Model details
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Plan + Section
greenhouse cafe bath house
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amphitheater and catwalk passage
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On evenings where the amphitheater is hosting a performance,
a concert-going couple might show up a little early to take a stroll up
to the garden. Moving up the first ramp they catch views of the waste
digester tanks, power lines, power plant and water treatment gardens,
aspects of energy production and biological processes on site.They
could sit and rest or meet up with other curious visitors wasting time
before the performance on the stepping catwalk above the theater,
looking down on the seats below from benches built into the steps.This
is a quiet space for contemplation or diversion from the main event
below. Continuing upward, they encounter the educational displays on
trash. Billboards the size of daily cells illustrate the amount of waste
generated per day by Charles City, then Fairfax County, VA (a suburb of
Washington, D.C.), and finally NewYork City. On display cases objects
pulled from the trash of these places are displayed or transformed into
new materials. If they choose to, the couple could exit and hike up the
mound directly to the garden through a field of yellow switchgrass as
high as their waists. Birds flit through bushes on their right up into a
large stand of birch trees.The couple walks into the birch trees before
descending into the flower garden. Bathers perch on the steps by the
pool, soaking in the last rays of afternoon sunlight.
The crops grown as feedstock for biofuel were chosen for their
particular wildlife and conservation value to the site. Switchgrass is
the dominant crop, a grass that is native to the area and beneficial to
the soil quality. Because it is native, efforts are being made in Virginia
to restore grassland habitat for birds and small mammals.The landfill
is located in a prime birding area between the Chickahominy River, its
wetlands, and the James River. Switchgrass is harvested annually, and
does not need to be replanted.
Birch trees are a viable, fast-growing biofuel crop. In addition to
being an attractor for birds, they also provide a wind screen and soil
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retention area for the soy crop. A row of shrubs along either side of the
birch area provide a stepping stone for bird habitat and cover for small
iround-dwellina mammals.The drainaae swale at the nerimeter of the
Top: site section, at time of construction
Below: site section, after 20 years of
garbage decay and subsidence
mound gathers water and over time a natural succession of local plant-
ings would transform it into a source of food and water for wildlife,
including the fox and bobcat that have been seen onsite during opera-
tion of the landfill.
The soy is the only crop that requires row planting and typically
uses tilled farming and fertilizers. By isolating the soy on the mostly
level top of the landfill the ill-effects of nitrogen additives on the local
waterways can be ameliorated by the absorption in the switchgrass
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PROJECT PHASING
Trash Disposal 26
Landfill
phase
mil tons
cubic yards
% total space
outputs methane, C02, leachate, bad odors
Mechanical Biological Treatment
tons per day 220.46 220.46 220.46 220.46 220.46
outputs soi improver, treated water, if , bioe sep d ecyced m ric ls for sale
Energy ProductionE : -:~ r--~';--: ::-:::.:.7-: : -i : :_:-------i:-
• ~if.II -
Landfill Gas Recovery
rmcsfd
MW
outputs carbon dioxide, transmitted electricity (until 2046, then fuel for heat or steam), thermal energy
Mechanical Biological
Treatment
MW
mmcsfd biogas
outputs soil improver, treated water, biofuel, separated recycled materials for sale
Solar array
square meters 330
MW 1.97
Building
2007 Structural Piles Poured for Whole Project 2025 New Waste Treatment Facility and Water Treatment System in Operation
2008 Amphitheater Portion and Access Path Complete 2026 Solar Cabana Guest Lodging Begins Construction
2009 Education Portion and Sunken Garden
2011 Well, Bath House, and Cafe
2012 Greenhouse Complete
Roads & Paths
2007 Road to top of mound is constructed 2028 Complete Public Access and Trail System
2008 Restricted public access on capped and covered portions begins
Public entry road and parking area built
Paths on wooded parts of site established
Max. Subsidence at To -4 fet -19e6et -25 feet
surrounding it. Soy must be well-drained in elevated rows, incentiviz-
ing the careful maintenance of the top of the cap which tends to sub-
side unevenly forming pockets of water that can cause tears and leak-
ages in the waterproof cap.
Water takes many paths on the site and enters from 3 distinct
sources: rainwater, solid waste, and an artesian well. Clean water
enters from the well directly into the Greenhouse to grow herbs and
vegetables consumed in the cafe and sold locally.The water from the
plants is filtered and then enters the bathhouse area. From the bath-
house, non-chlorinated water is used for landscaping in the garden ar-
eas. "Dirty" water enters the site from the bottom of the slope and the
extent of the biofuel crops is dependent upon the amount of dirtywater
generated on site through the decay of waste. In the water-based treat-
ment method, waste is processed in a series of digestor tanks identical
to a standard waste water treatment plant.The water treatment gardens
add several levels of tertiary natural treatment.
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Trash to Energy
south facing slope
a. pre mnary reamen n ac o
genc oreactors . up ow anaer ouse
sludge blanket (UASB) digestion bioreactor c. settling tank d. aerobic
g. generator b. gas storage 
reserve
Bath House
L IWater Soil Nutrients Recycled Material Methane(Fuel)
Biofuel
Bird Habitat
Forest Products
Soil Improvement
Plastics
Site Drainage
tI lerma iul
Irrigation Pumps
Bath house Pumps
Lighting
Theater Operations
Utilities
Hot Pools
Cold Pools
Sauna
Shower
export electricity 0 Greenhouse
+ thermal heat
Restaurant
Air Conditioning
Refrigeration
Cooking
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Water
Groundwater Trash-derived
Water
Soil
Trash-derived "soil" Imported "clean"'Soil
Clean Well Water Bio Fuel Crop
Fertilizer Growing Medium
Compost a Food 4 Greenhouse
Bio Fuel Crops Flower Garden Greenhouse
Food k Compost
Chlorinated Pools Non-Chlorinated
Showers
Water Treatment
Gardens
Flower Garden
Irrigation
Bio Fuel Crop
Irrigation
Forest Products
Soil Improvement
Plastics
Site Drainage
Water Treatment
Rivers
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Bath House
Landfill Cap
Protection
Clean
Groundwater
Toilets
Biofuel
Bird Habitat
Cross Sections
A. Waste Treatment Facility
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B. Entry at bottom of slope, showing water treatment garden.
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C. Amphitheater and catwalk above
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D. Educational exhibits
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E. Passage through sunken garden
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F. Bath house
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G. Greenhouse viewinq area at end of cantilever 2028
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